
START EARLY
Prom day is a hectic day fi lled with nail appointments, hair appoint-
ments, spray tans, fl oral pick-ups, and possibly last-minute wardrobe 
malfunctions. Prom-goers will most likely feel they are pressed for time, 
and every second of every minute will be occupied. Dinner; however, 
should be relaxing and enjoyable. This will not be possible if only an hour 
is reserved for dinner. Prom-goers should not forget to factor in the drive 
to and from the restaurant into their plans as well. Sure, everyone wants 
to be fashionably late to the prom, but there is no point in missing half of 
the dance when the ticket has already been paid for. 
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SPLURGE
For most people, prom is a twice-in-a-lifetime opportunity. The night 
should be special and stray from the ordinary, so do not be concerned 
about how pricey or fattening your meal is. For those who are concerned 
about calories and and carbohydrates, chances are recent months have 
been fi lled with intense diets in prom preparation and one night of free-
dom will not cause those pounds to be repossessed. For those concerned 
about the price of dinner, avoid eating out the month prior to prom to 
accumulate some cash. 

Prepare for prom pig-out

Marah Harbison
A&E editor
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Do’s

SKIP DESSERT 

Popular prom-night destinations like Bucca di Beppo offer colossal, deca-
dent desserts to order after the main course. My advice is to skip them. 
This allows diners to fi lter more of their cash fl ow towards their entree. 
Not to mention, there will be offered other desserts through out the night. 
At prom itself there are cookies, punch, and various fi nger foods that can 
be dipped in a chocolate fountain. After-prom offers an array of home-
made treats provided by parent volunteers. 


